
 

URN Crimint  QKRT00423710 

Report Information 

On 15/03/2013 at 1955 hours officers were called to assist CORAL shop staff in HIGH ROAD 
WEMBLEY with removing a male from the premises 
 
The male was in a state of intoxication and there was a strong smell of alcohol detectable on his 
breath 
 
He was speaking loudly inside the CORAL betting shop arguing with the staff causing nuisance 
He had been asked several times by the staff to leave the premises but he would not listen 
Instead he kept arguing and demanding to be given a reason as to why they wanted him to leave 
 
When approached by officers he started to be rowdy and aggressive 
 
He was not compliant and eventually he was escorted from the premises  
 
He was asked not to come back on that day 
He then walked away and was seen outside another CORAL shop in HIGH ROAD 

 

CRIS QK/1904810/13  
Classification A034/11-ATTEMPT /Robbery of Personal Property 

Event Date TUESDAY 26/02/2013 00:01 

Venue 
BET GEORGE 509,HIGH ROAD, WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA0 
2DH 

Geog Location Unit QK - BRENT BOROUGH 

General Information 

Committed On TUESDAY 26/02/2013 00:01 

Reported Date TUESDAY 26/02/2013 00:09 

How Notified NP - Phone Call to Police 

Investigating Officer TDC 199542 HAQUE 

    

Venue 

Address 
O/S,BET GEORGE 509,HIGH ROAD, 
WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA0 2DH 

Geog Location Unit QK - BRENT BOROUGH 

 



Details of Investigation 

Date and Time 26/02/2013 04:00 

Entered By PC 232611 C ANDRONIC 585QK 

Label_for_PID 1 - Immediate Action 

Label_for_Detail 

CAD 62/26FEB13 - Q2N attended PC 585QK ANDRONIC and PC 437QK 
EVES 
 
VIW1 was in the betting shop and had just won £100 when he decided he 
wanted to leave. As he went onto THE HIGH ROAD an unknown SUSP 
approached him and asked him to come and walk with him for a bit. VIW1 made 
a few steps with SUSP and then SUSP asked him to empty his pockets. VIW1 
said that the SUSP was standing in front of him when he said that and that he 
tried to push him away but that's when SUSP punched him in the face. 
 
VIW1 said that he ran straight back into the betting shop and called Police. He 
said that SUSP made off in the direction of the Station. 
 
VIW1 was asked where he was punched but said that he can not remember 
exactly where but probably on the right hand side of his neck. I could also smell 
alchohol in his breath and I asked him how much he had to drink and he said 
that he had about three beers. I looked at VIW1's neck but could not see any 
redness or any marks.  
 
LAS was offered but he refused to be seen.  
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CRIS QK/1902469/13  

Classification A034/11-ATTEMPT /Robbery of Personal Property 

Event Date TUESDAY 29/01/2013 22:00 

Venue 
O/S,BET GEORGE 509,HIGH ROAD, 
WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA0 2DH 

Geog Location Unit QK - BRENT BOROUGH 

  

IIP Data Last Updated 07/04/2013 

Committed On TUESDAY 29/01/2013 22:00 

Reported Date TUESDAY 29/01/2013 22:04 

How Notified NP - Phone Call to Police 

Venue 

Address 
O/S,BET GEORGE 509,HIGH ROAD, 
WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA0 2DH 

Location Text Door way 

Geog Location Unit QK - BRENT BOROUGH 

Local Id QK20 

Grid Ref 518338185207 



 

Details of Investigation 

Date and Time 30/01/2013 04:41 

Entered By PC 232769 D WARD 732QK 

Label_for_PID 1 - Immediate Action 

Label_for_Detail 

Brent BOCU 20 Point Investigation Plan  
 
All Robbery / Snatch investigations MUST contain the following points on DETS 
in order 1-20 
 
1. PCU or Night Duty CID must be contacted for advice before starting a CRIS 
report. Record details of the CID officer spoken to. 
 
DS KNOX 
 
2. CAD number recorded. If identified as a late report, investigate why. 
 
CAD 11471/29JAN13 
 
3. Details of all officers attending and supervisors leading the initial 
investigation. 
 
Q2N - PC 732QK and PC337QK 
 
4. Identify the exact location / venue of the offence and route taken by victim. 
 
In the doorway of Bet George 509 Harrow road 
 
5. Detail a full account of incident; include events leading up to and after it. 
 
The VIW states that he was at the venue waiting for a bus in the door way as 
the stop is nearby, the VIW states that the SUS approached him and asked for 
money, the VIW told the SUS that he did not have any money and then the SUS 
punched him in the face about three times.  
 
The VIW states that he told the SUS to stop or he would call the police and the 
SUS then said IF YOU DO I LL KILL YOU The VIW states that sirens of an 
ambulance went past which caused the SUS to make off and run down the 
stairs from the high road into STATION GROVE.  
 
On police arrival the VIW was driven around but this was to no avail. Council 
owned CCTV checked the area for the SUS with no avail. The VIW declined 
LAS and he has been advised to seek medical assistance. 
 
The VIW states that he has seen the male in the Wembley area and he has 
been advised to contact police if he sees the SUS in the future. 
 
No property was taken during the incident. 
 
The venue were unable to review the CCTV footgae. 
 



6. Record the first description of all suspects and be clear which victim / witness 
has given it (not a composite description). 
 
Somali male, short, wearing a white baseball cap, black t-shirt, black trousers 
and white shoes 
 
7. Describe the extent of victim / witness drive around. 
 
VIW was driven around the vicinity with no avail  

 

CRIS QK/1900295/13  
Classification S049/10-SUBSTANT./Theft Not Classified Elsewhere 

Event Date FRIDAY 04/01/2013 00:30 to FRIDAY 04/01/2013 00:34 

Venue 
George Irvines Ltd,509,HIGH ROAD, 
WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA0 2DH 

Geog Location Unit QK - BRENT BOROUGH 

  

IIP Data Last Updated 01/05/2013 

Venue 

Address 
George Irvines Ltd,509,HIGH ROAD, 
WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA0 2DH 

Geog Location Unit QK - BRENT BOROUGH 

Local Id QK20 

Grid Ref 518338185207 

Location Type JF - Betting Shop 

Covered by CCTV Yes 

Property 

Item No Status Property Type Make Model 

1 SA - Stolen/Taken CA - Currency (British) - - 

VIW No 1 

Property Type CA - Currency (British) 

Status SA - Stolen/Taken 

Value Stolen £400 

  

Of NIB Interest? N - No 

Currency BE - Bank of England 



Details of Investigation 

Date and Time 04/01/2013 06:23 

Entered By PC 223323 S ASHER 507QK 

Label_for_PID 1 - Immediate Action 

Label_for_Detail 

1. CAD 222/04JAN13 refers 
 
QK2N attended - PC Asher 507QK, PC Davies 329QK 
 
2. Around 0030 hours 04/01/13 VIW1 was inside the venue collecting his 
winnings. VIW1 had won £500 and VIW2 advised VIW1 to wait to collect the 
winnings as there other customers in the store, including susps. 
 
VIW1 did not want to wait and VIW2 started to hand oout the winnings. VIW2 
placed the £500 on the counter and then VIW2 bent down under the counter to 
collect some change. VIW2 saw a hand pick up some of the money but it was 
not VIW1. 
 
Susp1 picked up £400 of the money and all susps ran out of the shop turning 
right running down the stairs to Montrose Crescent. VIW1 gave chase but lost 
the susps on Montrose Crescent. 
 
VIW1 then called police. 

CRIS QK/1931506/12  
Classification S049/10-SUBSTANT./Theft Not Classified Elsewhere 

Event Date FRIDAY 07/12/2012 02:06 

Venue 
cashino,474,WEMBLEY HIGH ROAD, WEMBLEY,BRENT,HA0 
0RT 

Geog Location Unit QK - BRENT BOROUGH 

  

IIP Data Last Updated 13/12/2012 

General Information 

Investigating Unit QK - KILBURN 

Crime Type B - Beat Crime 

Committed On FRIDAY 07/12/2012 02:06 

Reported Date FRIDAY 07/12/2012 02:06 

How Notified NP - Phone Call to Police 

Investigating Officer PC 233833 HAYES 113QK 

 

 



Venue 

Location Type JF - Betting Shop 

Covered by CCTV Yes 

CCTV Options CE - CCTV Not Recovered By Police 

Details of Investigation 

Date and Time 07/12/2012 04:55 

Entered By PC 230588 B HAYES 970QK 

Label_for_PID 1 - Immediate Action 

Label_for_Detail 

1) CAD 628/07DEC12 at 02:06hours. PC 970QK and PC 603QK attended in 
QK23nights.  
 
2) VIW1 had transfered money electronically to the bank account, via her mobile 
app. She transfered £110.00 
 
VIW1 then went to the cash point to withdraw this and continue to play in the 
betting shop.  
 
She had lost £80.00 of this and called police. Police attended the location and 
VIW1 stated that she had not left and the only place the money would be was 
within the shop or someone had stolen it.  
 
She could not be sure so via the CCTV, within the shop, it can be seen that 
VIW1 drops the money by a machine and a female pointed it out to her. VIW1 
picked up some money and not realised it was only part and not the whole 
amount.  
 
VIW carried on playing and once she realised the money had gone called police.  
 
The CCTV shows that she dropped the money and picked it up. 
 
Between 02:00 hours and 02:12 hours on CAMERA 5, it is clear that SUSP, only 
known as X , picks the money up and leaves the location. 

 

CRIS QK/1919157/12  
Classification S149/74-SUBSTANT./Crim Dam Other Building < £500 

Event Date MONDAY 23/07/2012 19:25 

Venue 
Ladbrokes Ltd,416,HIGH ROAD, WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA9 
6AH 

Geog Location Unit QK - BRENT BOROUGH 

  

IIP Data Last Updated 21/09/2012 

General Information 



Investigating Unit QK - KILBURN 

Crime Type B - Beat Crime 

Committed On MONDAY 23/07/2012 19:25 

Reported Date MONDAY 23/07/2012 19:25 

How Notified NP - Phone Call to Police 

Details of Investigation 

Date and Time 23/07/2012 20:23 

Entered By PC 224886 A SHEPARDSON 971QK 

Label_for_PID 1 - Immediate Action 

Label_for_Detail 

1. - CAD - 8855/23JUL12. PC Shepardson 971QK and PC Drury 556QK 
attended. 
 
2. - VIW 2 works at Ladbrokes (VIW 1). At approx 1925, SUSP 1 has been 
playing on one of the machines. SUSP 1 has been losing money and punched 
the machine in anger. SUSP 1 has then walked out of Ladbrokes to have a 
cigarette. While he has been outisde, VIW 2 has pressed a button from behind 
the counter that automatically locked the front door. A few minutes later, SUSP 
1 has tried getting back into the shop but found it was locked. VIW 2 informed 
SUSP 1 that he was 'barred' from the shop due to his behaviour a few minutes 
earlier. SUSP 1 has then started pulling violently at the door, and in the process 
the glass panel in the door has cracked causing extensive damage to the door. 
SUSP 1 has then ran off. Police arrived and conduted an area search which was 
no trace. VIW 2 informed police that SUSP 1 was in the company of approx 6-7 
other males at the time, however SUSP 1 was the only one that caused the 
damage. VIW 2 explained that there would be CCTV footage of the whole 
incident however it takes approx 7-8 days for the CCTV to be downloaded and a 
copy produced for police. VIW 2 stated he would recognise SUSP 1 again as he 
comes in to the shop on a regular basis. VIW 2 has been advised to phone 
police as soon as he sees SUSP 1 again. 

 

CRIS QK/1917946/12  
Classification S008/06-SUBSTANT./ABH & Minor Wounding 

Event Date TUESDAY 10/07/2012 21:00 

Venue 
William Hill Bookmakers,202,EALING ROAD, 
WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA0 4QG 

Geog Location Unit QK - BRENT BOROUGH 

  

IIP Data Last Updated 05/10/2012 

General Information 

Investigating Unit QK - KILBURN 

Crime Type B - Beat Crime 

Committed On TUESDAY 10/07/2012 21:00 



 

Details of Investigation 

Date and Time 11/07/2012 11:40 

Entered By PC 232379 J MOORHOUSE 393QK 

Label_for_PID 1 - Immediate Action 

Label_for_Detail 

1. NO CAD REFERS 
 
VIW states he did not call police at the time of the incident as it all happened 
very quickly and he just wanted to go home. He has decided to come to 
WEMBLEY Police Station today to report as he feels he should not be having to 
look over his shoulder if he wants to return to the VENUE in the future.  
 
 
2. VIW states yesterday, TUESDAY 10TH JULY 2012 at approximately 2100 
hours he went in to the WILLIAM HILL BOOKMAKERS on EALING ROAD 
WEMBLEY, by CHICKEN COTTAGE. VIW states he saw his friend in the shop 
and he was hungry but had no money so he went and asked if he could have 
some money. The friend gave him some of his winnings - about £3 and VIW 
went to leave the shop, but as he was by the doorway he heard a male voice of 
SUSP1 say "you better leave before i do something". VIW did not know what 
SUSP1 meant, as he did not know him and there had not been any trouble 
whilst he was in the VENUE. SUSP1 suddenly threw something at VIW, 
believed to be some money. SUSP1 then began to jump about on the spot and 
said again that VIW needed to leave. VIW was about to leave and states SUSP1 
was stood on his right side, and suddenly using his right fist, punched VIW once 
in the right side of his face by his cheekbone. One of the other SUSPS, 
unknown which one, has then punched VIW in the left side of the face. In total 
VIW was punched twice - once in each side. VIW immediately left the VENUE 
and began to walk up EALING ROAD towards HIGH ROAD, WEMBLEY, and 
the SUSPs then ran past him.  

 

 

CRIS QK/1916417/12  
Classification S125/09-SUBSTANT./Public Order Offence S4A POA 86 

Event Date SUNDAY 24/06/2012 

Venue 
PADDY POWER,554,HIGH ROAD, 
WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA0 2AA 

 
CAD 2689/24JUN12 refers 
 
PC Richardson 427QK and PC Price 747QK in attendance - crew of qk23e. 
 
On Sunday the 24th of June 2012 police were requested to attend the venue, a betting shop, 
after a request had been heard on the shop radios for assistance. 
 
On arrival police were told by the VIW1 that they were not required. However, on leaving police 
were called back to the same location. 
 



On entering the location police spoke to the VIW1. He stated that the male had left. He stated that 
he had been in the venue when he noticed the Suspect1 losing money on a machine. The 
suspect1 became angry and started to spit at the machine. He then threw a chair over before 
storming over to the VIW1. He then started to shout at the VIW1 and throw a card reader about. 
The VIW1 feared for his safety.  
 
Whilst speaking to police the suspect1 returned. He was aggressive and was immediately 
handuffed. At 2030hrs he was arrested by PC427QK and conveyed to QA custody. 
 

CRIS QK/1911221/12  

Classification S149/74-SUBSTANT./Crim Dam Other Building < £500 

Event Date FRIDAY 27/04/2012 18:45 

Venue 576-582,HIGH ROAD, WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA0 2AA 

 
VIW 1 states that suspect 1 entered the premises and had been playing on one of the betting 
machines inside. He then left at about 1845 hours and on the way out kicked the window causing 
it to crack. CCTV exists with a clear image of the suspects face and this should be available from 
the 02.05.2012. There are no further suspects. 
 
There are no further suspects to consider. No witnesses have made themselves known to VIW 1 
or to Policea s of this tiem. There are no forensics to consider. CCTV at the location does exist 
and is available to collect on the above date. There is no further evidence to consider. 
 

  

CRIS QK/1910552/12  
Classification S149/82-SUBSTANT./Crim Dam-Other Prop under £500 

Event Date 
THURSDAY 19/04/2012 21:00 to THURSDAY 19/04/2012 
21:25 

Venue 
Ladbrokes Ltd,416,HIGH ROAD, WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA9 
6AH 

 

 
 
Informant states at 2100 hrs on 19/04/12 Suspect, IC1 Albanian Male, came in and smashed 
work computer.  
 
Apparently the Male is a part of a group and one of the Males form that group has been banned 
from the shop and how the rest are targeting the store and the staff.  
 
Linked CHS 20120417009124 
 
Informant telephoned police stating Albanian males causing nuisance in the Bookies - one male 
in the shop and rest outside  
 
Police attended, no offence alleged.  
 
CHS closed  
 
Linked CHS 20120407006191 
 



Informant called police requesting assistance to escort a customer off the premises; customer 
was verbally abusive to staff 
Informant called police requesting assistance to escort a customer off the premises; customer 
was verbally abusive to staff 

Entered By APS 208601 PL LYNCH 502QK 

Label_for_Detail 

I spoke with wi/2 who has stated that the suspect entered with group and was 
late for a manual bet. He was joking with wi/2 who then told the suspect that he 
was late in placing the bet but the wi/2 would allow it to go on this one 
occasion.The wi/2 then claimed that the suspect became enraged and lashed 
out hitting the computer. 
 
There was no visible damage but the wi/2 believed that the sound system was / 
has been affected by the force applied and this was as a result of this attack. 

 

CRIS QK/1910267/12  
Classification S149/82-SUBSTANT./Crim Dam-Other Prop under £500 

Event Date TUESDAY 17/04/2012 20:00 

Venue Better,429,HIGH ROAD, WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA9 7AB 

 
Account: Contact made with the informant ( Mr X manager ) and details of the incident involving 
involving a suspect smashing the glass top of a roulette gaming machine in Better Bet, High 
Road, Wembley. 
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CRIS QK/1906090/12  
Classification S149/75-SUBSTANT./CrimDam-Other Building £500-£5000 

Event Date SUNDAY 04/03/2012 18:15 to SUNDAY 04/03/2012 18:29 

Venue 
George Irvines Ltd,509,HIGH ROAD, 
WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA0 2DH 

 

04/03/2012 
19:42 

Entered By PC 216070 M SWALWELL 559TX 

Label_for_PID 1 - Immediate Action 

Label_for_Detail 

CAD 006509/05MAR12 
 
Unit attending BNW21 
 
VIW1 is a member of staff at the venue which is a betting shop. Sus1 was in 
the shop using the machines and became enraged when she lost her money. 
She began to shout at staff and demanded her money back. When this was 
refused she walked to the front of the shop and kicked the front door of the 
shop, cracking the glass in the lower half of the door. She has then kicked a 
second section of glass, cracking that also. The supect has then been 
challenged by a member of staff and she souted at them and then left the 



shop. She got onto a bus that was at the bus stop directly outside the shop 
and was detained by Police when they arrived and were directed toward the 
suspect by VIW1 

 

 

CRIS QK/1932472/11  
Classification S125/11-SUBSTANT./Public Order Offence S4 POA 86 

Event Date SUNDAY 04/12/2011 19:00 

Venue 
Paddy Power,389,HIGH ROAD, WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA9 
6AA 

 

 04/12/2011 21:18 

Entered By PC 228562 M NICHOLSON 967QK 

Label_for_PID 1 - Immediate Action 

Label_for_Detail 

CAD 7268/04DEC11 attended by QK24L, PC NICHOLSON 967QK and PC 
GRAY 882QK. 
 
The victim is a cashier at Paddy Power on Wembley High Road. She was on the 
shop floor tidying up when she approached a group of males, some of which 
she recognises as regular customers. One of the males, the suspect, is 
unknown to the victim and she asked him for ID. He said he didn't have any and 
the victim asked him to leave the shop. The victim stated that his friends 
laughed at their friend being asked to leave and the suspect did not take well to 
this. As a result, he shouted something like 'don't talk to me liike that'. 
 
The victim tried to remonstrate with him, asking him just to leave and he picked 
up a metal stool and raised it above his head with both hands and shouted "I'm 
gonna lick you in your head" which the victim took to mean 'hit in your head.' 
The victim was able to get into the staff area and locked the door. Other people 
with the suspect took the stool from him whilst the victim called the police. 
 
Suspect left before police arrival, apparently leaving riding a small silver pedal 
cycle 

 
 
 
 
 
 

NSPIS CUSTODY 
Number 01QD/8324/11 

Offences(s) Public order. other:Sec 4 POA 

Date of Arrest 21/11/2011 21:25 

Latest Arrival at 
Station 

21/11/2011 21:40 

Date of Arrest 21/11/2011 21:25 

Place of Arrest Paddy Pwoer Harrow Road Wembley 



Circumstances 

Pd threatended(Beat the shit out of you and kill you) the victim on 20/11/11 
after he was told that he will be banned from the shop and grabbed the victim 
threw his phone on the floor. DP retruned to the location today and police were 
called. 

 
 

Crimint URN QKRT00407510 

 

Report Information 

On THURSDAY 17 OCTOBER 2011 at approximately 1830 I was on patrol along WEMBLEY 
HIGH ROAD WEMBLEY in full uniform with PCSO 7222 QK when we stopped to speak to the 
manager of PADDY POWER BOOKMAKERS WEMBLEY HIGH ROAD  
 
the informant informed us that a problem is starting to occur in the shop again  re drugs and 
dealing and MALES refusing to leave the store she states that she regularly finds ripped rizla in 
the toilets and bits of tobacco on the floor and has males coming into the store for a few minutes 
at a time and not betting just coming in to see people and buy drugs 
 
One MALE who the informant made it clear was involved in this was XX who is regularly in the 
store and not gambling and continually greeting people and sending them off to meet someone 
else to buy drugs 
 
today she asked him to leave the store and he refused but later left after 10 minutes or so he was 
wearing a blue quilted jacket today blue jeans he can regularly be seen either in the door way of 
the shop or inside the store at the back out of view of the cctv 
 

 

CRIS QK/1930435/11  
Classification S008/06-SUBSTANT./ABH & Minor Wounding 

Event Date MONDAY 14/11/2011 19:00 to MONDAY 14/11/2011 19:06 

Venue 
Paddy Power,389,HIGH ROAD, WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA9 
6AA 

. CAD 7662/14NOV11 
 
2. VIW1 is employed at the Ven. She was o/s the Venue when she saw a large group of males 
pulling hoods on and then run into the store. Once in the store they caused a disturbance by 
knocking over and throwing chairs around. VIW1 called the Police as this was happening. No 
persons present were willing to or could provide descriptions of this group except that there was 
about 15 young males wearing hoods. VIW2 was sitting at the rear of the shop. VIW2 stated he 
did not pay any attention to the group as they entered or during the disturbance. VIW2 then 
stated the next thing he knew he was punched by an unknown assailant causing a cut to the right 
handside of his nose. VIW2 was unwilling to provide dets to Police and was not happy to hear we 
would be sending a letter to his address. Throughout the conversation with Police he was 
unwilling to give certain dets and these had to be coaxed out of him. VIW2 kept wanting to leave 
and as soon as initial investigations were complete he walked away from Police. VIW2 could 
provide no reason for why anyone would want to assault him or as to why he was singled out in 
the betting shop. No direction in which the group made off could be given. 
 



CRIS QK/1929111/11  
Classification A149/82-ATTEMPT /Crim Dam-Other Prop under £500 

Event Date SATURDAY 15/10/2011 20:30 

Venue 
Bet George,509,HIGH ROAD, WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA0 
2DH 

On Saturday 15th October 2011 qk 8,1 lates was asked to attend Wembley High Road HA0, susp 
had called alleging that he had been assaulted outside Sam s Chicken by staff. Pc460qk made 
way to location and met susp.  
 
Susp was drunk. He stated that he had been pushed out of the Bet George shop and as a result 
he had fallen on his back causing pain.  
 
Susp was asked to remain on scene whilst the officer went into the betting shop to talk to the 
staff. viw1  was sat in the shop s booth. Viw1 stated that Susp had been punching one of the 
gaming machine screens, when he was challenged Susp called him a black bastard . Apparently 
Susp continued to verbally abusive towards Viw1 and repeated stated he wanted to fight him. 
Viw1 stated he felt like he was looking for a fight. Viw2 the shop manager then entered the shop 
and stated that after they had got Susp out of shop he was repeatedly punching and kicking the 
front door shop door in order to get back in. Susp managed to force himself in the shop by the 
door and then called viw2 a black bastard . Susp then lashed out at viw2 with his two hands, but 
viw2 managed push him back. As a result Susp fell backwards on to the pavement. Susp 
repeatedly tried to get back into the shop and stated that he would call the police. Viw1 seemed 
upset by the whole situation and stated that Susp just would not leave and that they were 
concerned that the situation would escalate. They both stated that they wanted to make a formal 
allegation against Susp and were willing to attend court. 
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NSPIS CUSTODY 

Number 01QD/7389/11 

Arrest 

Latest Arrival at 

Station 
31/10/2011 15:01 

Date of Arrest 15/10/2011 21:30 

Place of Arrest Bet George, Wembley High Road 

Circumstances 

Police called by x alleging assault by staff at betting shop. Staff & 

witnesses in shop describe X as getting angry while gambling, 

striking gaming machines several times before shouting aggressively 

at staff "come on, come on you black ** " repeatedly 

 



 

CRIS QK/1925998/11  

Classification S008/06-SUBSTANT./ABH & Minor Wounding 

Event Date SATURDAY 01/10/2011 18:00 

Venue 
Ladbrokes Ltd,416,HIGH ROAD, WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA9 
6AH 

CAD 8176/01OCT2011 
 
PC DRAKE 479QK 
 
PC HALL 320QK 
 
2. Incident happened at Ladbrokes, Harrow Rd, Wembley. Viw01 states that he had two Albanian 
Males come into the shop to give in a better slip to collect some winnings and to put on another 
bet. Viw01 told them to wait and few a little and then served sus01 & sus02. After viw01 had 
served them, the SUS02 then spat 3 times through the security glass through the small gap and 
in the face and on to the shirt of viw01. Sus02 threw a bin lid at viw01 which bounced off the 
security glass. 
 
viw01 asked both sus01 & sus02 to wait by the door and had left the cashier following the two 
males. As they  left the shop the two males swore at viw-1 calling him a " * & *" vIW01 followed 
both males out the door and sus02 had ran off, in the direction of Wembley central. Sus01, who 
was wearing an OLIVE T-SHIRT then grabbed hold of viw01 tightly on his right arm over viw01's 
shirt and kicked & punched viw01 to the floor. viw02 witnessed part of the assault and called the 
police. 
BOTH SUSPECTS KNOW VIW01 IS THE MANAGER OF LADBROKES 
 
 

NSPIS CUSTODY 
Custody Number 01QD/6705/11 

 

Arrest 

Latest Arrival at 

Station 
17/09/2011 18:15 

Date of Arrest 17/09/2011 18:05 

Place of Arrest Ladbrokes Betting Shop, High Road, Wembley, HA0 

Circumstances 

Male has smashed a gaming machine at the above location, where he 

then made off and ran from the manager and Police. Male was caught 

and detained. Male is also accused of making threats to the manager 

 

 
 



CRIS QK/1923056/11 

Reported Date MONDAY 29/08/2011 18:43 

How Notified NP - Phone Call to Police 

Date and Time 29/08/2011 22:05 

Entered By PC 227674 F ELLIS 840QK 

Label_for_PID 1 - Immediate Action 

Label_for_Detail 

CAD 6984/29AUG11 
 
PC 840qk and PC 615qk TUSET and SUPT KERSHAW attended. 
 
Police were called to CORALS HIGH ROAD WEMBLEY by the victim who said 
the suspect punched him in the face and spat at him after an argument. 
 
The CAD was updated while we were en route to the location stating the 
suspect had been on scene but he had now walked out of the BOOKMAKERS 
and headed EAST along the HIGH ROAD. 
 
We were given a description of a black male with three quarter length denim 
trousers and a black beanie hat. He was seen on the high street and stopped. 
 
When stopped the suspect said he knew we were coming and confirmed he had 
had an argument in CORALS. 
 
While another officer spoke to the victim to get an account of the allegation, the 
suspect made a significant statement before arrest saying they had stepped up 
to each other and shouted at each other, he went on to say he pushed the victim 
away. This statement is noted and signed in an EAB. 
 
The allegation of a punch to the head and being spat at was confirmed so the 
suspect was arrested by PC 840qk ELLIS at 1925 hours outside CORALS for 
suspicion of Common Assault and cautioned. 

 

CRIS QK/1917827/11  
Classification S149/82-SUBSTANT./Crim Dam-Other Prop under £500 

Event Date TUESDAY 05/07/2011 22:00 

Venue 
Ladbrokes Ltd,416,HIGH ROAD, WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA9 
6AH 

 

l 

CAD 5537/06jul11 refers. 
Suspect was in ladbrokes playing on a machine. It came to closing time and the manager asked 
all the customers to leave. All the others left apart from suspect. Manager has again asked him 
to stop playing and leave, suspect has then lost on the machine, and has then blamed the 
manager for him losing his money and said he should have turned the machine off. The suspect 
has then used both hands to pull machine over and it has fallen to the floor. He has then left.  
 
When the manager has tried to empty the machine he has been unable to open it and has found 
that the screen no longer works. 
 
The suspect returned the next day and has been abusvie to staff, police have been called and 
male stopped and arrested outside (cris 1917831/11 refers.) 



 

 

NSPIS CUSTODY 
Number 01QD/4718/11 

Date of Arrest 06/07/2011 15:00 

Place of Arrest Ladbrokes in Wembley High Road 

Circumstances 
X caused Damage last night to machinery in shop plus returned today and 
caused a more damage and caused public offence S4 

 

CRIS QK/1914680/11  
Classification S008/06-SUBSTANT./ABH & Minor Wounding 

Event Date SATURDAY 04/06/2011 18:09 to SATURDAY 04/06/2011 18:09 

Venue 
Gr8 Odds Ltd,558,HIGH ROAD, WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA0 
2AA 

CAD 8248 
 
QK 22L 515QK & 421QK 
 
Call received that inside the bookmakers (Gr8 Odds) that a male had been assualted and 
required LAS. 
 
We arrived on scene and LAS B101 were already in attendance; they were with the Victim. The 
victim had a bloody nose with blood on his lip and cheek. 
 
The victim stated that whilst he was in the bookmakers he was on his laptop and the suspect 
asked if he could use it. The Victim said in a minute; the suspect then called the victim a pussy. 
The victim called him a pussy back. 
 
The suspect being a Sri Lankian male about 6'00 tall chubby build with short dark hair a/a 29, 
with his right hand clenched his fist and throw a punch connecting with the victims nose causing 
the nose to bleed. 
 
The suspect is believed to be a regular in the bookmakers and sometimes goes between this 
bookies and Paddy Power a couple of yards up Wembley High Road towards Primark. 
 
The victim refused Hospital treatment. 
 
CCTV can be obtained from the bookies but not until Moday when they will be able to download 
the incident. 
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CRIMINT PLUS - INFORMATION REPORT 
Crimint URN QKRT00400225 

p007263 Gail STANTON (QK)  

 



On Tuesday 17/05/2011, Ms XX , the assistant manager of X Bookmakers, HIGH ROAD, 
WEMBLEY, provided an impact statement re ASB of a group of 5 - 15 youths within and around 
the shop since February 2011 when she arrived at the premises.  
 
 She described behaviour of youths of black, Afghani, Iraqi, Iranian and Somali description 
including throwing pens in the shop at the ceiling and each other, inking out the lens on the entry 
door security camera, passing what are believed to be drugs to each other and selling them 
directly outside  in the street, setting off the fire door alarm at the rear of the premises by trying to 
force entry and exit, threatening the last 2 assistant managers forcing them to leave their 
employment, hiding between the window and the false wall at the front of the store, intimidating 
genuine customers using the machines in the bookies by crowding around them, telling them 
what number to bet on the roulette and then expecting a cut of the winnings if the customer 
receives any winnings. This has led to one act of violence against a male customer who 
remonstrated with them and went outside to complain and was assaulted outside.    
 
The asst manager deals with them robustly by removing them from the shop when they are 
causing any kind of ASB and can usually manage this without calling police.  She states that 
there has been a dramatic improvement during the last 4 weeks with some youths not coming 
into the shop and those that do behaving much better.  She believes that is due to her robust 
approach and frequent visits by SNT. 
It may also be due to the removal of X  and X who have been remanded and are known to be 
pivotal to the group of youths causing ASB. 
 
She stated the youth who causes the shop most problems is X , who she stated seemed to be a 
part of every group who went to the shop and is banned from the premises  as he threatened a 
previous employee thus his ban is company wide and permanent.  He sometime enters the shop 
and it causes her difficulties trying to remove him.  She is willing to provide further statements if 
required to assist in obtaining an ASB against him.  He is XX who is permanently in the HIGH 
ROAD during the evenings.    
 
The youths tend to be around the shop between 1700 - 2200 daily.  She states thay often have 
what she believes is cannabis.  She has requested one to leave with a lit spliff of cannabis and 
states that others smoke cannabis behind the back of the shop fronts. 

CRIS QK/1912349/11  
Classification S149/82-SUBSTANT./Crim Dam-Other Prop under £500 

Event Date SUNDAY 01/05/2011 20:25 

 

 

Entered By PC 189443 MD INGHAM 373QK 

Label_for_PID 2 - Scene 

Label_for_Detail 

Report taken fron CHS 20110503001806 viw not spoken to as NRRR 
report taken as the ift has CCTV on the suspect breaking the Games machine, 
Report was reported late by the Betting Office  
 
INFT..A CUSTOMER HAS BROKEN ONE OF THE GLOBAL DRAW 
MACHINES..THIS 
HAPPENED ON 1ST MAY AT 2025...I DONT KNOW WHY THE MANAGER 
DID NOT REPORT THIS.... 
From speaking to the security Richard Mullins this suspect is responsible for a 
number of criminal damges to betting shops and a previous incident is being 
dealt with, 
He will E-mail the CCTV footage to the Brent Vido unit  



 

CRIS QK/1910892/11  
Classification S149/74-SUBSTANT./Crim Dam Other Building < £500 

Event Date MONDAY 18/04/2011 21:25 

Venue 
Coral Racing Ltd,576-582,HIGH ROAD, 
WEMBLEY,MIDDLESEX,HA0 2AA 

 

Entered By PC 183497 DJ STRANGE 418QK 

Label_for_PID 1 - Immediate Action 

Label_for_Detail 

This allegation is recorded by the TIB unit at Wembley after a call back to the 
informant re CHS Demand Number 20110418013800. 
 
Cris checked - Not previously reported. 
 
Apparently, a few days prior to this incident, the unknown male suspect had 
been causing staff in the shop problems with his behaviour. As a result, he was 
banned by them from entering the premises. 
 
On the 18th April at about 21.25hrs, the male was seen walking past the 
premises on foot, by staff. When he was outside the main front door, he stopped 
and was seen to take a kick at the bottom panel of glass. 
 
This action caused the panel to smash. 
 
The suspect walked away, and made good his escape. 

 


